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STRUCTURE OF MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCIES
IN RELATION SCHEME
HO THUAN(l), LE VAN BAO(2) , HO CAM HA(3)
Abstract. As pointed out in [1],Multivalued dependencies (MVD) depend on the context in
which they are defined and thus are very hard to visualize. In this paper, continuing the study
in [1], we give some results which may provide some more insight regarding the existence of
possible MVDs in the relation schemes provided all their FDs are known in advance.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of the
relational database [2,3].
1. MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCIES
Let U be a set attributes, X and Y be disjoint subsets of U. We say that in the
relation R over the set of attributes U, there is a multivalued dependency of the set Y
on the set X, written X -+--+ Y, if the following holds. Let Z = U \ (X u Y), a tuple
r in R can be viewed as the concatenation of its projection on X, Y and Z which we
denote by r = r[X] r[Y] r[Z]. Let rl and r2 be two tuples with the same X - component
rl = rl[X] rl[Y] rt[Z] and r2 = rl[X] r2[Y] r2[Z] then the interchanged tuples rl[X] rdY] r2[Z]
and rdX] r2[Y] rdZ] are also in R. In simple words when r[X] is given, the Y - values that
appear with it in r are independent of the values of any other attributes. The definition can
be generalized to nondisjoint sets X and Y. The multivalued dependency X -+-+ Y holds
in R if and only if X -+-+ Y \ X holds in R.
We mention here some of the rules that we shall use later:
1. Augmentation axiom:
if X --+ Y and V S;;; W, then WX -+-+ VY.
2. Coalescence axiom:
if X -+-+ Y and V -+ W where W S;;; Y and Y n V = 0 then X -+ W.
3. Mixed, pseudotransitivity axiom:
if X -+--+ Y and XY -+ W then X -+ W \ Y.
Let R be a relation scheme, an MVD X --+-+Y is said to be nontrivial if Y =1= 0, Y ~ X
and XY =1= U. Since X -+-+ Y is valid iff X --+-+ Y \ X is valid, we shall always assume that
left and right sides of an MVD are disjoint.
Let Z = U \ XY, since X -+-+ Y holds iff X -+-+ Z holds, we often write the MVD
X --+-+ Y as X -+-+ YIZ. If the FD X -+ Y or the FD X -+ Z is valid, then the MVD
X -+-+ YIZ also holds in R. In this case, we call the MVD X -+--+ YIZ, an MVD counterpart
of an FD. We call an MVD X -+-+ YIZ pure if it is nontrivial and it is not an MVD
counterpart of an FD inR.
In [1] is has been shown that:
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(a) Let X -+-+ Y be a nontrivial MVD in Rand K any key for R, then either X -+ y
holds in R or K n Y =I- 0.
(b) Let X -+-+ YIZ be a nontrivial MVD in a relation scheme R. Let K be a key for K
such that Y \ K =I- 0. If Y1 = Y \ K and Y2 = Y n K then the FD XY2 -+ Y1 holds in R.
If X -+-+ YIZ be a pure MVD in a relation scheme R. Let K be a key for R such that
Y \ K =I- 0. If Y1 = Y \ K and Y2 = Y n K then the FD XY2 -+ Y1 hodls in R, but the FD
XY2 - Z does not hold in R.
2. RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let K1' K2' ... Km be the keys for the relation scheme.
If Y n Cn Ki) = 0 and X -+- Y \ K, for i = 1, 2, ... m then X -+-+ Y is not a pure MVD .
•=1
Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem it is obviously for all i = 1, 2, ... m: X -+-+ Y \ K,
and K, n (Y \ Ki) = 0. Since K, is a key for the relation scheme we have K, -+ (Y \ Kd. By
m
the coalescence axiom X -+ Y \ K, holds in R. From this we have X -+ U (Y \ Ki).
i=1
On the other hand 0 (Y \ Ki) = Y \ ( n Ki) = Y. Hence X -+ Y. The proof is complete .
•=1 .=1
Remark: Theorem 1 in [1] is a special case of the above theorem with m = 1.
Corollary 1. Let X -+-+ Y be a pure MVD in R and let K1' K2' ... Km denote the keys for
the relat-ion scheme. If X -+-+ Y \ K. for i = 1, 2, ... m then Y n ( .n K.) =I- 0 .
•=1
Theorem 2. Let X -+-+ Y be a nontrivial MVD in a relation scheme Rand K1' K2' .. , Km
denote the keys of R such that Y \ K. =I- 0, Vi = 1, 2, ... n.
(m )If Y n ~D1K. = 0 and X -+-+ Y nK. for i = 1,2, ... m then X -+-+ Y is not a pure MVD.
Proof. Let Yi1 = Y \ K., Yi2 = Y n K. and Z = U \ XY.
From (b) we have Xl'? -+ Yi1 holds in R. Using X -+-+ Yi2 and XYi2 -+ Yi1 we have
X -+ Yi1 \ Yi2 i.e. X -+ Y \ K•. From this X -+ .91(Y \ Kd· Consequently X -+ (Y \ .01 K.)
thus X -+ Y. The proof is complete.
Corollary 2. Let X -+-+ Y be a pure MVD in R, and let K1' K2' ... Km denote the keys of
the relation scheme. If X -+-+ (Y \ nK.) for i = 1, 2, ...m thenY n ( .n K.) =I- 0.
. .=1
Theorem 3. Let X --+ Y be a nontrivial MVD in R, and K1' K2, '" Km denote the keys
of the relation scheme, Y \ K. =I- 0 for i = 1, 2, ...m.
Then X(Y nKd -+ X(Y nKi) for i =I- j.
Proof. We have (Y n Ki) \ (Y n Ko) ~ Y \ (Y n Kd, thus (Y n Ki) \ (Y n Kd ~ Y \ K•.
Taking into account of (b), we get X(Y nK.) -+ Y \ K•.
Consequently X(Y n Kd -+ X(Y n Ki) \ X(Y n K.}.
On the other hand X(Y n K.) -+ X(Y n Ki) n X(Y n K.) and
-"
,.
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X(Y n Kj) = {X(Y n Kj) n X(Y n Kin u {X(Y n Kj) \ X(Y n Kd}.
From this we have X(Y n Kd ~ X(Y n Kj). The proof is complete.
Theorem 4. Let X ~~ Y be a nontrivial MVD in R, Y nK =1=0 and K be any key for R
then X(Y n K) ~ Y.
Proof. We have X(Y n K) ~ Y n K. Taking into account of (b) we get X(Y n K) ~ Y \ K.
Consequently X(Y n K) ~ Y.
Lemma 1. Let X ~~ YIZ be a pure MVD in R. Then for any key K: K\ Y =1=0, K\Z =1=0.
Proof. Assume the contrary that K\ Y = 0, i.e., K ~ Y. Then from X ~~ Y and XY ~ Z
we have X -+ Zj which contradicts the fact that X -+-+ YIZ is a pure MVD. Thus K\ Y =1=0.
Similarly, we can prove K \ Z =1=0. ~
Theorem 5. Let X -+~ YiZ be a pure MVD in R, and K be any key of R, then IKI ~ 3.
Proof. Since X -+-+ YIZ be a pure MVD in R, we have X -+~ Y and X ~- ...•Z. Hence by
(a) K n Y =1=0 and K n Z =1=0. Moreover, by Lemma 1: K \ Y =1=0 and K \ Z =1=.0.Combining
with Y n Z = 0 we have IKI ~ 3.
Theorem 6. Let X ~-+ Y be a nontrivial MVD. Then X ~ Y iff there exists a key K such
that X -+ Y n K.
Proof. Let X -+ Y. Then, of course, X ~ Y nK where K is any key for: the relation scheme.
Conversely, let K be a key such that X ~ Y n K (i).
From X -+ Y nK, we have X ~-+ Y nK. Combining with X(Y nK) -+ Y \ K (b), and using
the mixed pseudotransitivity axiom, we have X ~ Y \ K (ii).
From (i) and (ii) we obtain X -+ Y.
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Tom t~t. Nlnr da. chi ro trong [1], cac phu thu9C da tri (MVD) phu thudc vao ngi'r canh trong do
chung dll,?,C xac dinh va do do rat kho phat hi~n. Trong bai bao nay, tiep tuc hmmg nghien ctru
trong [1], chUng toi dira ra m{>t so ket qua lam sang t6 s~ ton t~i cda cac MVD trong cac 11l,?,Cdo
quan h~ v6i tat ca cac phu thudc ham (FD) da. biet trtr&c.
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